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Abstract
Background: Prior studies have investigated the influence
of principles of motor learning (PMLs) on speech-motor
learning. However, the interactive effect of different PMLs
on speech-motor learning remains unknown. Purpose: This
study is aimed at investigating the interaction of 2 PMLs, that
is, practice variability and task complexity and their influence on speech-motor learning. Method: Forty healthy individuals (aged 18–30 years) were randomly and equally allocated to 2 groups where they had to either practice a simple
(simple group) or a complex phrase (complex group). Two
levels of practice variability (constant and variable) were
considered in training participants in simple and complex
groups. Participants practiced 50 practice trials of either
complex or simple phrase during the first 2 days. At the end
of training on each day, participants produced 10 trials of the
phrase they practiced without feedback. On the third day,
participants returned for a delayed retention test. The participant utterances on all the 3 days were recorded for later
analysis. Results: Data analysis revealed that there was no
major effect of practice condition, and there was no interaction of task complexity and practice condition. However,
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there was an interaction between data collection points and
complexity. Conclusion: The findings suggest that irrespective of the complexity of the to-be-learned speech task,
there is no preponderance of variable over constant practice, which contradicts the findings of the non-speech-motor learning literature.
© 2016 S. Karger AG, Basel

Introduction

Principles of motor learning (PMLs) refer to guided
principles that can facilitate motor skill learning when applied systematically [1–3]. PMLs can be classified into 2
types: (1) principles pertaining to the structure of practice
and (2) principles pertaining to the nature of feedback [4].
Structure of practice refers to the act of rehearsing behavior repeatedly for the purpose of mastering it [5]. A practice regime can be structured based on variables such as
practice amount, practice distribution, practice variability, practice schedule, attention source, and task complexity [6]. Nature of feedback refers to the information related to the sensation associated with the movement itself
[7]. Efficient feedback can be provided based on frequency, type, and timing of feedback [6]. PMLs have largely
emerged from studies involving non-speech-motor tasks
(e.g., archery). Recent studies have been investigating the
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role of PMLs in speech-motor learning [8–14]. An aspect
of PMLs to have gained considerable attention in speechmotor learning is practice variability [8, 15, 16]. Practice
variability can range from practicing just one variant of a
motor skill (constant practice) to practicing 2 or more
variants of the same motor skill (variable practice). In
speech-motor learning, variable practice is found to be
beneficial over constant practice [8].
In spite of the established benefits of variable practice
over constant practice, the interactive effect of practice
variability with other PMLs has not been investigated in
speech-motor learning. Prior studies in non-speech-motor learning reveal the interaction of practice variability
with other PMLs such as practice schedule, practice
amount, and feedback frequency [17]. In case of speechmotor learning, one of the PMLs that is likely to interact
with practice variability is task complexity. Past studies in
speech-motor learning have used a variety of speech stimuli for practice ranging from meaningful monosyllabic
word (e.g., ‘green’) [18] to bisyllabic non words (e.g.,
‘Thak glers wur vasing veen arad moovly’) [14, 19]. However, these studies have failed to consider the possible interactive effect of task complexity and practice conditions
on speech-motor learning. It is possible that the effects of
practice variability on speech-motor learning could vary
based on the interaction with other PMLs such as task
complexity [4, 20]. It is essential to understand how task
complexity interacts with other PMLs so that speech therapists are able to design appropriate stimuli for speech
therapy and engage in evidence-based practice. Hence,
the purpose of this study was to investigate if there was an
interactive effect of practice variability and task complexity on learning novel speech utterances. Two levels of
practice variability (constant and variable practice) and 2
levels of task complexity (simple and complex) were considered.

Practice Conditions
Of the 40 participants, 20 were required to practice a complex
speech phrase (‘complex group’). The remaining 20 participants
practiced a simple phrase (‘simple group’). Two levels of practice
variability (constant and variable practice) were considered in
training participants in complex and simple groups. The interaction of 2 levels of task complexity and 2 levels of practice variability resulted in 4 practice conditions: (1) simple constant, (2) simple
variable, (3) complex constant, and (4) complex variable.

Participants
Forty healthy individuals (4 males and 36 females) in the age
range of 18–30 years participated in the study. Participants were
recruited at the author’s institution based on a non-probability
convenience sampling and were not matched according to sex. The
inclusion criteria were: (1) no reported history of sensory, motor,
or cognitive abnormalities, (2) native speaker of standard US English dialect, and (3) completion of a high school diploma. Participants were randomly and equally assigned to one of 4 practice
conditions mentioned below. This study received ethical approval
from the Institutional Review Board at the author’s university and
all participants provided written consent.

Procedure
Practice Design for the Complex Group
Complex group participants practiced a complex meaningless
target phrase ‘Thak glers wur vasing veen arad moovly’. A nonmeaningful speech phrase was chosen to avoid linguistic familiarity and ceiling effect during practice sessions. This phrase was also
used as a training stimulus in a previous speech-motor learning
study [12] involving healthy individuals, and was thus considered
to be an appropriate stimulus for this study. The target complex
phrase consisted of 7 non-words, 4 of them being monosyllabic,
and 3 being bisyllabic. Even though the target phrase was not
meaningful, it followed the constraints of English phonotactics.
Among the 20 participants in the complex group, 10 participants
were involved in constant practice of the target complex phrase,
and another 10 participants were involved in variable practice.
The experiment lasted for 3 consecutive days. The first 2 days
comprised the acquisition phase, and the third day was the retention phase. During each day of the acquisition phase, the participants practiced 50 trials of the complex phrase. The practice session on each day began with a pre-practice session. During the
pre-practice session, participants were provided with clear instructions regarding goals of the practice session and were motivated to achieve those goals. Specifically, the participants were
instructed to match their output to the target phrase as accurately
as possible, so that they are able to perform well during the retention phase. The experiment was conducted in a room free from
auditory and visual distractions, and with adequate illumination.
The participants were seated on a chair in front of a computer
monitor prior to the start of each practice session. During practice, production of each practice trial by the participants was preceded by the orthographic and auditory representations of the target phrase. The auditory model was presented via loudspeakers. It
was pre-recorded by a young adult female speaker of standard US
English dialect. The orthographic model of the target phrase was
presented via a PowerPoint format along with the auditory model. The initiation of the PowerPoint presentation signaled the beginning of the practice regimen. With initiation of each PowerPoint slide, the participants were able to see and hear the orthographic and auditory representations of the target phrase,
respectively. The production of the speech phrase following the
orthographic and auditory representations constituted one practice trial. After each production trial, the researcher pressed the
‘return’ key allowing the initiation of the next production trial.
This was carried out until the completion of the entire 50 practice
trials on each of the 2-day practice period. The participant utterances were recorded using a condenser desktop microphone
placed at a distance of 12 cm from the participant’s mouth. The
output acoustic signal from the microphone was fed into a desktop computer (Dell Optiplex GX620) running Audacity 2.0.3 for
acoustic analysis.
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Methods
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The nature of practice differed between the constant and variable practice conditions. Participants in the constant practice condition were involved in repeated practice of the target complex
phrase alone. At the end of every 10 practice trials, participants
were provided with a cumulative feedback of their performance
during the preceding 10 trials. Thus, at the end of 50 practice trials,
there were 5 instances of feedback provided to the participants.
The participants in variable practice condition practiced the target
complex phrase along with an alternate complex phrase, in an attempt to satisfy the requirements of the variable practice. The alternate phrase was similar to the target phrase in terms of the phonemic composition. However, it differed from the target phrase in
terms of intonation contour. The target phrase was relatively flat
with no evident stress, but the alternate phrase had a rising intonation pattern at the end of the phrase. Choosing an alternate phrase
that shared the same phonemic composition as the target phrase,
but differed in terms of intonation satisfied the criteria of variable
practice. The participants practiced 25 trials of the alternate complex phrase and another 25 trials of the target complex phrase during each day of the 2-day practice period. The target and alternate
phrases were randomized across the entire 100 practice trials. At
the end of every 10th trial, the participants received feedback similar to constant practice. The practice trials were randomized in a
manner such that every 10th practice trial constituted the target
phrase. This arrangement was made so that the participants will
receive feedback on the target complex phrase alone. The above
training protocol has proved beneficial for participants to learn
novel utterances in a previous experiment [14].
Practice Design for the Simple Group
The simple group participants practiced a simple meaningless
target phrase ‘Thak willy veen Wilbur’. The simple target phrase
also followed the phonotactic constraints of the English language.
The simple target phrase differed from the complex target phrase
in terms of the number of words and syllables. The simple target
phrase had 4 non-words, 2 being bisyllabic and the other 2 words
being monosyllabic. The nature of practice and feedback provision
was similar to the complex group. The participants in the variable
practice condition practiced the simple target phrase along with an
alternate simple phrase. Similar to the complex practice condition,
the alternate simple phrase differed from the target in terms of the
intonation pattern. The alternate simple phrase had a rising pattern towards the ends, whereas the target simple phrase was relatively flat in terms of intonation contour. Student researchers who
were trained in this procedure carried out the entire experiment.
Data Collection Points
Acquisition Phase
At the end of each day of the acquisition phase, there was break
of 10 min. After which, the participants were encouraged to produce 10 trials of the speech phrase without further practice or feedback. The participant outputs were recorded for later acoustic
analyses. The data collected during first and second day of the acquisition phase served as the first and second data collection
points, respectively.
Retention Phase
Participants returned on the third day for the retention phase.
The participants were encouraged to produce 10 trials of the
speech phrase they had practiced during the first 2 days. The par-
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ticipants were not allowed to practice further and did not receive
feedback during the retention test. The participant outputs were
recorded for later acoustic analyses. The data collected during the
retention phase served as the third data collection point.
Data Analysis
The analysis focused on evaluating the production accuracy of
the participants’ production during the post-acquisition and retention phases by calculating the ‘percentage of phonemes correct’
(PPC) [21]. The rationale for including PPC is that it has been
proven to be an effective outcome measure in studies investigating
non-word repetition [22]. Typically, PPC is calculated by dividing
the number of correct phonemes produced in an utterance by the
total number of phonemes produced in the utterance and multiplying by 100. A mean PPC value was obtained from the 10 trials
during each of the post-acquisition and retention phases across all
the 40 participants.
Statistical Analysis
The statistical analysis compared the performance of the participants during the acquisition and retention phases as a function
of task complexity and practice variability. The mean PPC values
obtained from each of the 40 participants were subjected to a 3-way
mixed-model analysis of variance (ANOVA) (3 data collection
points, 2 complexity levels, 2 practice conditions). The withingroup factor was the data collection point and the between-group
factors were task complexity and practice condition. Significant
interactions were probed using simple effects analysis with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. Student researchers
who were blinded to the participants’ information analyzed the
data.

Results

The 3-way mixed-model ANOVA revealed a significant effect of data collection point, F (2, 72) = 5.7, p <
0.01. There was also a significant effect for the task complexity, F (1, 36) = 9.9, p < 0.01, with the PPC scores for
the simple task (M = 98.66, SD 5.9) being significantly
higher than the PPC scores for the complex task (M = 76,
SD 29.95). There was no major effect on the practice variability. The major effect was qualified by a significant
interaction of data collection point × task complexity,
F (2, 72) = 5.6, p < 0.01. All other interactions were insignificant.
The simple effect analysis that probed the interactive
effect of data collection point × task complexity, revealed
that the PPC scores of participants practicing the simple
phrase was significantly higher than those practicing the
complex phrase on first (p < 0.01) and third data collection points (p < 0.01). Conversely, the participants who
practiced the complex phrase had significantly higher
PPC scores during the second data collection point in
comparison to the first (p < 0.01) and third data collection
Kaipa

Table 1. Mean percentage of phoneme correct scores (%) of participants who practiced simple and complex phrases in constant and

variable practice conditions across the 3 data collection points
Simple

Complex

Constant
Day 1

variable
Day 2

96.41 (8.1) 96.41 (8.1)

Day 3

Day 1

constant
Day 2

97.62 (6.8) 99.33 (2.1) 100 (0)

variable

Day 3

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 1

100 (0)

81.61 (30.5)

99.61 (1.2)

85.23 (29.8) 70.39 (29.9)

Day 2

Day 3

98.92 (2.4) 82.76 (28.2)

The SD values are indicated in parentheses.

points (p < 0.01). The PPC scores of the participants who
practiced simple and complex phrases in constant and
variable practice conditions are shown in table 1.

This is the first study to systematically investigate the
interactive effect of task complexity and practice variability on speech-motor learning. The results suggest that
there is no difference between constant and variable practice on speech-motor learning, irrespective of the complexity of the task that was learned. In other words, there
is no interaction between task complexity and practice
variability.
Interestingly, the results of this study revealed no significant effect of practice variability. Adams and Page [8]
compared constant versus variable practice in 40 healthy
participants. One group of participants practiced 50 trials
of the utterance ‘Buy Bobby a Poppy’ with the target duration of 2.4 s (constant practice), and the other group practiced 50 trials of the same utterance with the target durations of 2.4 and 3.6 s (variable practice). The participants
underwent a retention test 2 days after the acquisition
phase and produced the target utterance without further
practice. The outcome measure was absolute error (AE),
which was determined by calculating the absolute difference between the target utterance duration and the participants’ utterance durations. The AE score was obtained
for the 2.4 s target duration. The results revealed that both

groups demonstrated similar performance during the acquisition phase, but the retention test revealed the variable
practice group to have significantly lower AE than the
constant practice group. The findings of this study are in
disagreement with Adams and Page’s study. The main
reason for this discrepancy could be attributed to the nature of the to-be-learned task. The participants in the Adams and Page’s study were involved in a temporal learning
task. Whereas participants in this study were involved in
a spatial learning task, which refers to learning the movement associated with each articulatory gesture in a word
or phrase. In spatial learning, the focus is more on the accuracy with which the motor movements are executed
rather than the timing of movements. It is possible that the
effects of practice variability is observed in temporal learning tasks, which involves learning the timing of movements rather than spatial learning tasks. So it is not surprising that the effect of practice variability was not observed in this study that required participants to learn a
spatial task as opposed to a temporal task.
In terms of interaction between task complexity and
data collection points, findings revealed that participants
who practiced the simple phrase on days 1 and 3 had better PPC scores than participants who practiced the complex phrase. The main reason for this finding is that participants involved in practicing the simple phrase reached
a ceiling effect from day 1, thereby leaving no room for
any improvement in their performance during the other
2 days. The ceiling effect was evident from the PPC scores
obtained by participants who practiced the simple phrase,
irrespective of the type of practice. On the contrary, participants involved in practicing the complex phrase required an entire set of 50 trials to demonstrate an improvement in their performance, as revealed by their PPC
scores on day 2. However, as these participants abstained
from further practice of the complex phrase after day 2, it
is possible that it could have resulted in the decay of memory trace that was associated with complex phrase.
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Measurement Reliability
Inter-rater measurement reliability for the calculation
of the outcome measure (PPC) was based on randomly
choosing and re-measuring 20% of the data (i.e., 8 of 40
participants) and performing a Pearson correlation. The
inter-rater reliability of the original and re-measured data
was r = 0.99 (p < 0.05).

Discussion
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Conclusion

This study is not without limitations. A low sample size
(n = 40) could affect the generalization of the current findings. It is important to note that the current findings were
based on training the participants for just 2 consecutive
days. It is possible that extended period of practice could
have influenced the learning outcome. In spite of these limitations, this study suggests that the effect of practice variability on speech-motor learning is not influenced by the
complexity of the to-be learned task. Another important
implication from this study is that using a simple task can
lead to a ceiling effect, so researchers and clinicians should
be cautious in selecting appropriate speech stimulus/stimuli for practice. The findings from this study can have major
ramifications in speech therapy, where often there is interaction between the speech task and practice conditions.
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